NR 15 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – MOBILE CRANE

WIE/1611231559 one mobile crane, height 278ft AMSL, erected at 012142N 1035610E (bearing 79.9 degrees, distance 2.1nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Mobile crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A2754/15 dated 2/12/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 16 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – CRAWLER CRANE

WIE/1611301559 one crawler crane, height 150ft AMSL, erected at 012329N 1035518E (bearing 27.9 degrees, distance 2.4nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Crawler crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A0461/16 dated 2/3/16 is hereby superseded.)

NR 17 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – TOPLESS CRANES

WIE/1701311559 four topless cranes, height 277ft AMSL, erected at 012338N 1035312E (bearing 337 degrees, distance 2.5nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Topless cranes marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 146/15 dated 28/8/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 18 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1612311559 one luffer crane, height 251ft AMSL, erected at 011834N 1035453E (bearing 165.8 degrees, distance 2.9nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A2669/15 dated 23/11/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 19 - SEMBAWANG AERODROME – LUFFER AND TOPLESS CRANES

WIE/1612311559 one luffer crane and five topless cranes, height 263ft AMSL, erected at 012623N 1034826E (bearing 325 degrees, distance 1nm from Sembawang ARP - within Sembawang ATZ). Luffer crane and topless cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A2793/15 dated 9/12/15 is hereby superseded.)